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Candidates ilEreqldred to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

Attempt rAlt ry.stiurs-
The figures intl* mwgin indicate FuIl Marks.
Assume suit&le fu if necessarY'

Define ths Erms Tautology, Contradiction and Logical Equivalences. Show that

-,A+-B aad B+Aare Logically Equivalent. State the converse, contrapositive and

inverse of thestatmnt, "A positive integer is prime only if it has no divisors other than 1

and itself'. 
- 

t3+2+31

Show that the premises "There is someone in this class who has been to Pokhara.

Everyone urb goes to pokhara visit the Sarankot. Therefore, someone in this class has

visited the Srdd.' [8]

Use mathendicd idrrction to verify: t8l

lz _22 +3v _42 +.--,._......*(_l;tn"tln, =(-l)n*tn(n +l)12

a) Stafe the clmtne properties of Regular Language. t3l

b) Let L be the set of strings accepted by the FSA shown below. Now constmct a FSA

that accepelhe sfrings LR = {X".......X,1X,.......X" € L} t5l

b

I b b

01 62
\ 

-/.

a

a

i) Find the language L(G) overs, {a,b,c} generated by the grammer'G with production:

S+aSb, aS+Aa, Aab+c. [4+4]

iD Write a gralnmer that generates the string over {a,b} not ending rvith ab'

Find the solution of recurrence relation of an =5an-r-6?n-r+3n+2" -with initial

condition ao - Oa, = 1, and 4z =2-

prove the theorem, nAn undirected graph has an even number of vertices of odd degree."

Describe complete graph and biparlite graph-

8. What is chromatic number of Kr,K,.n and Cofor P ) 3, explain with suitable figure'

How Euler graph is different from Hamilton graph, explain? [5+3]

5.

6.

t.

t8l

[3+s]



T 9. Use Dijkstra's algorithm to find the length of a shortest path from the vertices A to other
in the graph below.

lO Write short notes on:

i) Max Flow and Min cut Theroem
ii) Plannar Graph

t8l

14+41

,q
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Candidates are required to give their answers in
A$empt All questions.
Thefigures in the margin indicate Fuil Marls.
Assume suitable datu if necessary.

their own words as far as practicable.

t.

book is on my breakar, ruurll,,not 
paid rny phone bill" imply

2' write the inverse' converse and contrapositive of the statement .,I uisit tempte only if it,s 
t8]

saturday"' Prove that if n is a positive integer, then n is even if and only if in+ 4is even. [3+5]3' Define tableau method with its significances? use mathematical induction to prove theformula for ttre sum of a finite number of terms of Geometric progression: 
V+41

Xi=o ari'=a*ar*
when r + l, where n

aF +.... + ark =
arn+L- a

t'-j. t

is non-negative integer.

4' Given a language, L : {w e {a, b}* : w contain at-least three ,b, 
s}

5.

6

write the regular expression for It 
-and 

design a Finite State Automata that accepts theLanguage L' Your design should include the proper definition of the finite-stateautomation, transition table and the transition diagram.

where N : set of non_terminal symbols _
P is the set of production rules : {o_+bo,
ng symbol- Construct a non_deterministic

::::fi ?J#' ilTi 
" 
H: i iT,:r"*Term 

i ni s,i c

State linear homogeneous and non-homogeneous recurrence relation with exarnples. Findall solutions of the recurrence relation, an i za,-, +'int;ililili'.onaition a' :4.
7' use Dijkstra's algorithm to find the length of shortest parh from vertex A to vertexzinthe following weighted graph. Also hight"ight the shorter, pu,rvpuirrrffiJ#J,

[2+6]

[3+5]

[3+5]

t8l



T
8' State Handshaking Theorem for un-direc-ted gynh. Define bipartite graph with suitableexample' Draw the hgure for complete Bipartit. craph K:,c and determine its chromaticnumber.

[2+2+2+2J9' How does Hamiltonian circuit differ from Euler circuit? Define planar and Regulargraphs with suitable examples.

lo. write short notes on: [4+2+21

a) Tree and its apprications [4+4]

b) Max-flow Min-cut Theorem

:g* *
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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

Attempt All questions.
Tht fisrrres in the margin indicate FryA Ma*s.
Assume suitable data if necessary.

l Hypothesis: "If today is Sundaythen I will have atest in MFC and IT. If my IT teacher is

sick then I will not have a test in IT. Today is Sunday and my IT teacher is sick."

Conclusion: "I will have a test in MFC." IJse rule of inference to prove it. t8l

2. What do you mean by weak principle of mathematical induction? Prove that 5o -1 is
divisible by 4 for all n 2 1 using Induction method. I

3. What are the central ideas of formal and informal proofs? Prove that Jl is irrational.

Define Non-Deterministic Finite State Automata. Design a finite-state automation that

accepts only those set of strings over {qb} which ends with aba. Precisely, only those

strings which end with aba should accepted and other strings over {a,b} should be

rejected. Your design should include the proper definition of the fmits-5tate automation,

transition table and the transition diagram. t2+61

Consider the regular graulmar G = (N, T, P, o) where N :set of non-terminal

symbols - {o, C), T - set of terminal symbols : {a, b}, P is the set of production

rules - {a+bo, o-+aC, C+bC, C+b}and o being the starting symbol. Construct a non-

deterministic finite state automaton equivalent to the given regular grammar. Use this

non-deterministic finite state automaton to generate equivalent deterministic finite state

automaton. [4+4]

What do you understand by recurrence relation? Explain in brief. Setup a recrurence

relation for the sequence representing the number of moves needed to solves Hanoi
Tower pvzzle. [3+5J

Draw neat and clean graphs of: Wo (a wheel with 6 periph'eral vertices), Ik (a complete
graph with 6 vertices, Qr (a 3 dimensional hypercube) and K2,5 (complete bipartite graph).

Use graph coloring technique to color each of these graphs and state their respective
chromatic numbers. [4+4]

Find the shortest path from vertex a to vertex ZHighlight the shortest paths in the graph. 16+2)

4.

ze
9. Explain the Euler circuit and Hamilton circuit with example.

suflicient conditions for them.

10. Write short notes on:

D Spanning Trees
ii) Mor-flow min-cut theorem

{. rf {.

[3+s]

t4+41

State the necessary and the

12+2+2+21

14+41

5.

6.

7.

8.
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Candidates are required to give answers in their own as far as practicable.

{ Attenpt AA questions.
r' fnrisrrA in the margin indicate Full Marhs.y' Assume suitablb data if necessary.

.ty'Using resolution principle, prove that the hypotheses "If today is Tuesday then I will* have a test in Discretd Structure or Microprocessorr'. If my Microproeessor teacher is sick
then I will not have a test in Microprocessor." *d 'Toduy is Tuesday and my
Microprocessor teacher is sick." lead to the conclusion that 'I will have a test in Discrete
Structure".

2. Prove tbat 42 is irrational by giving a proof by contadiction. Draw the tableau for the* 
formula (TvS) + -Q where -. denotes the negation of variable, v denotes the disjunction
of variables and -+ is the symbol for implication.

State the contrapositive and inverse of the conditional statement, "If it snows tonight then
I will stay at home". Using mathematical induction technique, prove that the following
statement is true: 3+3*5+3+52+.....3*5n=3(5n*l-l)/4 whenever n is nonnegative integer.

Differentiate between a Finite State Machine and a Finite State Automation. Design a
Finite State Automata that accepts precisely those string over {a,b} that contains an even
no. of a's. Your design should include the proper definition of the Finite State Automata"
transition table and the transition diagram.

Consider the regular grammar G : (N, T, P, o) where N : set of non-terminal
symbols : {tr, C}, T = sel of terminal symbols : {a,b}, P is the set of production
rules = {o+bo, o+aC, C-+bC, C+b} and o being the starting symbol. Construct a non-
deterministic finite state automaton equivalent to given regular grammar. Use this non-
detenninistic finite state automaton to generate equivalent deterministic finite state

automaton.

Exam.

I

t

t8I

[s+3]

<1r

-:s,.

12+61

12+61

14+41

t8I

Is+3]

14+41

Find all the solutions ofthe recurrence relation:

a'n = 5on-r -6dn-, + 2n with initial conditions &o = I and a, = 4

'..{, Explain the Euler path and Euler circuit with the help of a diagram. State the necessary-- 
and the suffrcient conditions for Euler circuits and paths.

8.J Draw neat and clean graphs of: Cz (a cycle with 7 vertices), Ks (a complete graph with 5
- 

vertices), Qr (a 3 dimensional hypercube) and Ks,+ (complete bipartite graph). Use graph

coloring technique to color each of these graphs and state their respective chromatic

numbers.

Use Dijksta's algorithm to find the length of shortest path in the following weighted
gaph. Also highlight the shortest patlr/paths in the graph: t8l

7 e

3

a

4

c

10. Write short notes on:

l) Mocimum Flow Mincut Theorem
ii) HandshakingTheorem

6

Llh
(

BELevel

Programme BEX,BCT ?snWs*r ,1
'Year lPzrt II/u Time 3 hn.

5

+r rF rF

[4+41
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Programme
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r' Candidates are required to give their answers in their oun words as far as practicable.
{ Attempt&lquestions.
'/ Thefigures in the margin indicate Full Marks.

suitable data if n,ecessary.

Use resolution to show the hypothesis "It is note raining or Sita has her umbrella," "Sita
does not have her umbrella or she does not get wet," and "It is raining or Sita does not get
wet" imply that *Sita does not get rvet."

rnathematical induction to show that

23 + ....+ n3: [n(n + l)/2]2

whenever n is a positive integer.

3, ,State the converse, contrapositive and inverse for the conditional statement, "I go to the
Vvueurt whenever it is a sunny summer day."

q./Vny is a tableau rnethod irnportant in propositional logic? Draw the tableau for the
V formula

<D = (pn-,q)+s

Where - denotes the negation of a variable, n denotes the conjunction of variables and

12+31

denotes the implication.

between Finite State Machines and Finite State Automata. Design a Finite
State Automata that accepts precisely those strings over {a, b} that contain an odd
nrunber of b's. Your design should include the proper definition of the finite-state
automation, transition table and the transition diagram. [2+6]

6. Consider the regular grammar G = CN, T, P, o) r,l'here N : Set of Non-Terminals :
I lg, A, B), T = Set of Terminals : {a, b} with productions.

}Ab*,o-+bB, A-+a,B-+aand starting symbol o. ,
Construct a Non-Deterministic Finite State Automata equivalent to the above given. 
regular grarnmiu and convert this into equivalent Deterministic Finite State Automata.

14+41

t8I

2.

t8l

t8l

13+

t3l

5.

l -liinaall solutions of the rectnrence relation

V dn=3an-r*2n

with initial condition ao:5.



/
/

,8.fiJse Dijkstra's algorithm to find the length of the shortest path between the vertices a and
v zin the weighted graph displayed below.

-\

i8l

is usually denoted by Ke)
graph coloring. What is the

l?+2+2+2)

lOlxplain the Hamiltonian path and Harniltonian circuit with the help of a diagram. State

\ ./ the necessary and sufficient conditions for Euler circuits and paths. How is Euler circuitv 
different from the Hamiltonian circuit? [3+2+2)

fi.Wny shogl notes on: [3+3+3]

z{;r{nineu""vgjt'Cuse:a and Cutverti ces

c) Application of trees

***

4
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{ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
,/ Attempt All questions.
/ The /igures in the margin indtcate Full Marks.y' Assume suitable data if necessary.

1. If P = F, Q = T, S : T, R: F, then find truth value of:

@ o (s+(Pnn1n((P +(Rve))ns)
b) ((PnQ)+) (Q^R)) + (svQ)

2. Using rules of inferences, show that the hypothesis "It is not rainy today and its hotter

f4.1 than yesterday", 'o'!Ve will go for movie only if it is rainy", "If we do not go for movie,
\y then we will go for shopping", and "If we go for shopping, then we will be home by

sunset" lead to the conclusion "We will be home by sunset". You are required to show
each steps and grve reasons for those steps before you come to desired conclusion from
the hypothesis. t8I

Prove by Mathematical Induction: t8]

1.2.3 + 2.3.4 + 3.A.5 +........ + n(n + 1) (n + 2) =n(n + l) (n + 2) (r+ 3) I 4

+4. Design a Finite State Machines (FSM) that performs binary serial addition. Define DFA

@ and \,DFA. Construct DFA that recognize the language o'The set of bit brings that do not,\'/ 
contdin three consecutive 0's. Show only necessary figures and state diagrams. 13iZ+f1

@v5. Define and differentiate between context-sensitive, context free and regular grarnmars

with suitable examples. Explain in short the role of regular expressions. 16+21

166. What do you understand by recurrence relation? Explain in brief. Derive and solve thev recurrence relation for Tower of Hanoi puz-zle. 12+61

@ "1. Is K3; graph a planar graph? Explain it with suitable reasons. 14+41

@ g. Define Regular and Bipartite graphs with suitable examples. t3+31

@ g. Define level and height of tree? What is full m-ary tree and balanced tree? 12+21

(A l0.State the handshaking theorem for the undirected graph and use it to prove the theoremY 
that an undirected graph has an even number of vertices of odd degree. 12+41

11. Write down the short notes on the following: 14+41

@ a) Maximum Flow Mincut Theorem
b) Graph Coloring

*'i!f

14+41

d
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- Discrete Structure

/, Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
{ Attempt 4!!questions.,/ Thefigures in the margin indicate Full Mar*s.
{ Assume suitable data if necessary.

l. Construct an argument using rules of inference to show that the t8l
hypotheses "Randy works hardr' *lf Randy works hard, then he is
a dull boy," and *lf Randy is a dull boy, then he will not get the
job" imply the conclusion "Randy will not get the job."

2. Use mathematical induction to show that' f +22+.... +n2=n(n+l)(2n+l)/6
whenever n is a positive integer.

'3. 
State the @nverse, contrapositive and inverse for the conditional
statement, "A positive integer is a prime only if it has no divisors
other than I and itself,'

4. Define satisfiable and unsatisfiable formulas. Draw the tableau for
the formula

'r" o=-((paq)vr)
whdre - denotes the negation of a variable, v denotes the
disjunction of variables and n denotes the conjunction of
variables.

[2+3]

t8l

t3I

5.. Define Finite State Machines. Design a Finite State Automata that
accepts precisely those strings over {a U1 that contain two
consecutive a's. Your design should include the proper definition
of the finite-state automaton, transition table and the ransition
diagram.

6, Consider the rcgular grammar G : (N, T, P, o) where N= Set of
Non-Terminals = {o, A, B}, T= Set of Terminals = {a, b} with
productions
o-t4 6-+bB, A-+bA, A-+aB, A-+b, A+a, B+b and starting
symbol o.
Constnrct a Non-Deterministic Finite State Automata equivalent to
the above given regular grammar and convert this into equivalent
Deternrinistic Finite State Auromata.

7' . Find all solutions of the recurrence relation
q:)41 * 2n

with initial condition ao=2.

12+61

14++1

J

t8l
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Use Dijkstra's algorithm to find the largth of the shortest path
berween the vertices a and z in the weighted graph displayed

e

z

9. Draw the figure for the complete graph with 5 vertices (This is
usually denoted by Ks). Define the term graph coloring and the
chromatic number of a graph in graph coloring. What is the
chromatic number of the complete Efaph Ks.

10. Construct an influence graph for the board members of a company
if the President can influence the Director of Research and
Development, the Director of, Marketing, and the Director of
Operations; the Director of Research and Development can
influence the Director of Operations; the Director of Marketing
can influence the Director of Operations; and no one can
influencc, or be influenced by, the Chief Financial Officer.

I I . How is Euler circuit different from the Hamiltonian circuit?
Explain

lZ.. Write short notes on
a) Spanning tree and its applications
b) Nctwork Flows
c) Regular graphs

++'*

c lt
3 0

a

7

12+2+2+21

t4l

[3+3+3'] ,

t3l

i

I

1

I

i
I
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/ Attempt 
"4llquestions../ Thefigures in the margin indicate Eail lWsrkt/ Assume suitable data dnecessary. 

-
I) Using rules of inferences, show that the hypotheses "lf you send me an e-mail message, then

I will finish writing the program," "lf you do not send me an e-mail message, then I will go
to sleep early," and "If I go to sleep early, then I will wake up feeling refrelhed" lead to the
conclusion "If I do not finish writing the program, then I will wakJ up feeling refreshed."
You are required to show each steps aqd give ieasons for those steps beiore you come to the
desired conclusion from the hypotheses. (8)

2) Use mathematical induction to prove that (S)
3 + 3 . 5 + 3 , 52 + ......+ 3 ' 5n = 3(5n*r - l) / 4
whenever n is a nonnegatiye number,

i; f.r" tlrat {2 is inational by giving a proof by contradiction. Draw the tableau for the
formula (TvS; + -Q where - denotes thenegation of a variable, V denotes the disjunction of
variables and * is the symbol for implicationl (5+3)

4) Design a finite-state automaton that accepts only those set of strings over {a, D} which starts
with baa. Precisely, only those strings which begin with baa shoutd be accepted and other
strings over {a, D} should be rejected. Your design should include the proper definition of the
finite-state automaton, transition table and the transition diagram. (3+2+3)

5) Discuss regular'expressions and regular languages in detail with suitable examples.' the different properties of regular languages.

6) Find all solutions ofthe recurrence relation
ar= Zan-t+ 3n' with initial conditlon &r = 5.

7) Use Dijksra's algorithm to find the lengh of the shortest path bbtween th6 vertices a and z in
the weighted graph displayed below. (8)

Explain
(4+4)

(8)

b 5

4

a

l0) Write short notes on: -
a) Eulerian graph
b) Hamiltonian graph
c) Spanning tree

z

2
3

10 e

8) Draw the figure fof the complete bipartite graph K3j and the cycle graph with 5 vertices
(This is usually denoted by Cs). What is the chromatic number of the drawn complete
bipartite graph K3,a and the cycle graph C5, p+2+2+2)

91-6161s the handshaking theorem,for theundirected graphend'itse it to prove'tlte-thedtem'&bt
. "an undirected graph has an even number of vertices of odd 'dCgree. :! (*t4)

. -i-.,1*;
ai

***

(4+3+3)
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r' Candidates arc required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
{ Attempt All qilestions.
{ TheJigWes in the margin indicate Full Marks..
{ Assume suitable data if necessary.

,l Gonstnrct an argtrment using rules of inference.to show that the
hlpotheses "If it does not rain or if it is not foggy, then the
sailing race will be held and the lifesaving demonstration will. go
on,n "If the sai.ling race is held; then the hophy will be awarded,"
and ".Th.e trophy \ryas not awarded" imply the conclusion "ft

.' ffitd:'1!@,{Bg'!oq.uir€d to show eacl,r,slep amd girre rensrg. ns f,sr
those-strys hqforc.'you corne to the desired corrclueion frorn the
hSpotheses.

.2 Use rnathernatical induction to prove the inequality a < 2n for
all positive integers n.

@ Wt-rytableau method-is important in the proposifional logic? Draw the

: tableau forthc formuia s;et

O = {(pn-Q)+s, -QV-r, pAt}
wher€ - denotes the n€gation of a variable, v denotes the
disjunction of variableg n denotes the conjunction of variables
and -+ denotes the irnplication. i

Differenfiate bqrneen Deterministic Finite State Automata and 
,

Non-De,ten.ministtc Fii$te . State Autorflma.' Deslgn-a'?lutF$at6' '

Aitiofiffi'f,iat"sccepti:f,reeisely thore s*lngs 
-over 

{a, b} that
conuain an ev€n nurnber of a's. Your desigri should include the -
proper definition of the finite-state automato-n, transition table and r

the nansition diagram.

m Consider the regular\r with productions
gra,mmar defined by T={a, b}, N={o, C}

l8l

t8I

[2+6=8J

[2+6 = 8]

I

[4++=31

o+bo, o->aC, C+bC, C-+b and starting symbol o.
ConsEuet aNondeterrninistic Fintte State Automata equivaleirt to
the above givia rcgular grammar and convert this intoequ.ivalent
Deter_minigt.c Finite State Automata.

3
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E'i*d'a$. rs .htiom*ef.+Ss*eeueenee-*ee#ion
r|o-'7tln.-r - l6a"-z + l?ait* n4o

witlt initiat condition th: -2,8r = 0 and az = 5.

, .-. ,i ,,

Use Dijkstra's algorithm to find the l-ength of the shortest.path
betwe€n the vertices a and z in the weighted graph displayed
below.

./

d

,t8l

t!I

I

I

-1
i

!

I

3

-.1

i

4

a z

5 I

:

-a
I

2

c
g Orawthe figure forthe complete bipartite giaph &,: and the cyglc

Saph with 6 vertices (This i's usually denoted by Co)."What is the
chromatic number of the drawn complete bipartite graph IQ5 and

9' Detine a tree' and discuse its various properties as well as

app-tieations offiees.

l0 ltrrite short notes on: -
a) Eulerian graph
b) Max flow, min cuttheorpm
c) Planar and regular graphs

12+2+2+21

ll+2+4=71

[3+3+3=9J
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